
WWWWe all have favourite geosites that we like to take friends, and col-leagues visiting from overseas, to see. Ideally, they are also places where we can meet our family obligations and indulge our geological passions whilst providing the necessary sand and ice cream of that most traditional of English family events — the trip to the seaside. Hun-stanton is noted for its striped Chalk sea-cliffs, interpreted by a well-sited BGS panel. However, just a short walk away, the sea-front gar-dens has a reminder of a recent geo-event. The publication date of this issue of the Newsletter coincides with the night of a catastrophic flood in 1953 that swept away the lives of young and old, local and American; they are fittingly recalled on simple plaque ( see left ) . Perhaps the real tragedy is that, unless personally affected, we only recall through the media such events at some notional hallmark anniversary and we for-get that we can never know enough, or explain too much to Govern-ment ( through projects such as the GCR ) , about the dynamic nature of the geomorphological systems that shape such low coasts. Many have and continue to be inspirational locations for visual artists.   
E    D    I    T    O    R    I    A    LE    D    I    T    O    R    I    A    LMMMMy apologies to all of you who eagerly awaited  the arrival of the Newsletter during the festive season. However, set-ting aside my own vicissitudes of life, getting enough mate-rial in for copy deadlines is always a challenging task for any editor and towards the end of the year everyone has their minds set on the festivities! So a big ’ thanks ’  to all of this issue ’ s contributors. Apart from reporting on the membership ’ s achievements this issue has articles about potential challenges and possibilities. Quite how the Gov-ernment can justify taxing the industry that has exposed so much interesting geology and then remove the monies that help conserve that geoheritage is beyond my comprehen-sion; making up the shortfall from the withdrawal of the Ag-gregates Levy Sustainability Fund will prove a real chal-lenge. Equally, the possibility of getting landscape col-leagues to appreciate the full contribution we in the geocon-servation movement can make to managing and interpret-ing landscapes should be grasped. As we already work, as a mainly voluntary movement, within the concept of the ‘ b ig society ’  wouldn ’ t  it be so nice if that was more ob-viously appreciated ( and rewarded! ) ?              TTTTOMOMOMOM H H H HOSEOSEOSEOSE     
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TTTThere can be few in the countryside and geo-conservation communities unaware of the Gov-ernment ’ s latest proposals to sell off Forestry Commission land in England, with assorted promises about access, etc. whilst such land in Scotland and Wales will not be on the market.  With Cannock Chase AONB high on the For-estry Commission sales list, GC Staffs is already there to champion the geoconservation cause. IIIIf you ’ ve watched the BBC ’ s ‘ Countryfile ’  recently  you will know that the Peak District Na-tional Park Authority is proposing to sell  off the Roaches Estate in Staffordshire Moorlands Dis-trict. The local newspaper reported that the Au-thority was seeking public opinion and had drawn up a draft list of objectives to be sent to the interested parties, requesting details of how they proposed to meet them. From this, the Au-thority will soon decide which offers the best fu-ture for the Roaches. GeoConservation Stafford-shire responded and Staffordshire Wildlife Trust included their own comments about the geology. A letter also went from GeoConservationUK. The Authority to its credit subsequently added a geological objective to the list - a most welcome move. Now it ’ s time to wait and see who will be custodian of this treasured piece of real estate.  GGGGeoConservation Groups need to be vigilant in such cases where landholdings with geoconser-vation interest are being sold by public bodies and others. When we fight our geoconservation/
geodiversity corner we might usefully discuss mat-ters with partner Wildlife Trusts and call for back-up from GCUK and Natural England. On a related matter, Groups might wish to check out the web-sites of their nearest National Park ( s ) ,  AONB and other large landowners. A gentle suggested re-wording of text to include ‘ geo-words ’  is proba-bly better that a full frontal attack!   MMMMeanwhile just when we all thought it couldn ’ t  get any worse we remembered that  following the Spending Review in October 2010, Defra an-nounced that the Government had decided to dis-continue the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund after the current Financial Year ending on 31 March 2011 Current ALSF projects grant aided by Natural England are not affected by this decision and will continue to run as planned until 14 March 2011. Further details on the announcement can be found at:  http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/land/aggregates/index.htm TTTThis loss of a major funding source is obviously a massive blow for local conservation groups, whether for wildlife or geoheritage. However, the levy on the aggregates industry will continue and tt would be interesting to know the minerals indus-try ’ s view on this and the withdrawal of what was intended to be an ‘ environmental tax ’  with a fund focussed on mitigating the effects of extrac-tion. 
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EEEEleven volunteers made a great impact re-exposing the gravels and beating back the brambles at the Froghall Pit SSSI in January 2011. The ‘ before and after ’  photos shows the achievement!         
Graham Hickman 

ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Buckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage GroupBuckinghamshire  Earth Heritage Group  
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ENGLAND ENGLAND ——   Black Country Geological Society   Black Country Geological Society    TTTThe last issue of the Society ’ s Newsletter had items about it continuing efforts to pro-mote geoconservation, for example, as ably reported by Gordon Hensman:       Perton Science Fair Perton Science Fair Perton Science Fair Perton Science Fair ----    Saturday 12th June, Perton Library We were invited to display a stall in the Library at Perton on 12th June. We took two pull-up displays, courtesy of our Vice Chairman Alan Cutler, numerous leaflets and a selection of fossils and mineral specimens from Dudley Museum. Several of our mem-bers helped in manning the stall which proudly proclaimed the importance of geology in the West Midlands. Alf Cole, our last Chairman and his wife Anne, and Barbara Russell ( our honorary secretary )  took it in turns to explain to people what it was all about. The next stall to us was a great attraction to children - both young and grown up - as it specialised in making science fun. No child could resist the temptation to blow very large smoke rings, or plunge their hands into non-wetting jelly! The Lapworth Museum was also represented with a stall close to ours. This science fair was surprisingly well attended with over 7,000 people parading past the stalls. Many of them should now be aware of the existence of the Black Country Geological Society, who knows—some may even join us sooner or later!     The Black Country History Day The Black Country History Day The Black Country History Day The Black Country History Day ----    Saturday 16th October 2010, Birmingham University For the last 5 years the centre for West Midland Studies under Dr. Malcolm Dick has held a Black Country Day on the history of the region. Having attended the last three such days it occurred to me that it would be an ideal occasion to make people aware that it was geology, in the form of minerals that led to the rise of the Black Country. It was also a good opportunity to publicise our society. So, armed with the displays we had used at Perton, plus leaflets and the fossils and minerals from Dudley Museum, we erected a stall at the entrance to the lecture theatre. Our Treasurer, Mike Williams manned the stall and was very pleased to report a great deal of interest. Practically all our leaflets disappeared, and we can now claim that everyone there knows about our society. We have also offered to provide speakers for next year ’ s Black Country Day, thus providing another opportunity to publicise our Society. ■    AAAAndy Harrison reported on some considerable geoconservation endeavour, including:    Geoconservation work:  Geoconservation work:  Geoconservation work:  Geoconservation work:  Wednesday 24th November 2010: Wren ’s NestWren ’s NestWren ’s NestWren ’s Nest    Four BCGS members joined Wardens Rob and Dave ( see left )  along with two other council volunteers to undertake scrub and hazel clearance within the quarry below Locality 10. We met at 10:00am and although it was cold, we had a very productive day performing work that Rob said required constant management to keep it under control. Hopefully this has opened the door to more opportunities for BCGS members to get involved with fur-ther conservation work at Wren ’ s Nest. Another ext visit was planned for January 2011    to help with some hedge laying. I would like to thank Graham for yet another very interesting visit to the ever changing face of Wren ’ s Nest and Anna, Rob and Dave for allowing us to help out. We look forward to working with them in the future, and also hope to run more evening field trips next year to local sites. 
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The latest issue of ‘GeoSuffolk Times ’  ‘GeoSuffolk Times ’  ‘GeoSuffolk Times ’  ‘GeoSuffolk Times ’  has an interesting summary of last year ’ s  achievements, including the field trips it organised:                  “ The Bawdsey peninsula provides some excellent exposures of the Red and Coralline Crags and in April we took Rockwatch youngsters to see church building stones and Red Crag localities there. We also led field trips to various sites in this area for the Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge ( May ) , the GA and the Amateur Geology Society ( both in June )  and the Essex Rock and Mineral Society ( July ) .  In July we led a field trip for the Westleton Common Committee to study the Norwich Crag gravels at Westle-ton Common. In September we took the East Anglian Open University Geol-ogy Society to study Coralline Crag exposures in the Orford area and in No-vember a U3A architecture group was given a tour of building stones in Ips-wich. It is always a pleasure to showcase our geology and landscape, which is held in high regard by visitors to our county and those who live here.”     TTTThe Group has also used other means to promote their area ’ s geology and there is an invitation to:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why not give the technology a try? 

ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  GeoSuffolkGeoSuffolk     

ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Warwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation GroupWarwickshire Geological Conservation Group  SSSSome of the Group ’ s upcoming talks indicate the interesting nature of the local and not so local geology; for example:  WednesdayWednesdayWednesdayWednesday , February 16th : , February 16th : , February 16th : , February 16th :Ediacaran fossils of Charnwood Forest  Ediacaran fossils of Charnwood Forest  Ediacaran fossils of Charnwood Forest  Ediacaran fossils of Charnwood Forest  [Dr Philip Wilby ( BGS ) ]     A major new programme is underway of moulding and casting in Charnwood Forest –  the largest attempted anywhere in the world. This has led to the dis-covery of over 1000 new Ediacara fossils and at least six entirely new species, including several ‘ g iant ’  forms., the fossil provide an unique opportunity to in-vestigate every aspect of the structure and composition of these earliest com-munities. Wednesday 16th March: Wednesday 16th March: Wednesday 16th March: Wednesday 16th March: Antarctica RocksAntarctica RocksAntarctica RocksAntarctica Rocks    [Tom Sharpe (National Museum of Wales )]  In the winter of 2007/2008 Tom spent six weeks sailing in and around the Ant-arctic Peninsula as Expedition Geologist on the ship Marco Polo. This talk is about understanding how Antarctica was formed by observing the geology of the rocks found there.  BBBBoth meetings start at 7.30pm  will be held at the Senior Citizens Club in Southbank Road, Kenilworth. Further details can be found on the Group ’ s website: www.wgcg.
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Page 5 SSSStaffordshire RIGS geotaffordshire RIGS geotaffordshire RIGS geotaffordshire RIGS geo----trail and geoconservation work showcased on BBC trail and geoconservation work showcased on BBC trail and geoconservation work showcased on BBC trail and geoconservation work showcased on BBC ‘Countryfile ’    ‘Countryfile ’    ‘Countryfile ’    ‘Countryfile ’            FFFFollowing enquiries about the possibility of filming a ‘ geoconservation event ’  in the Manifold Valley for the BBC ’ s popular ‘ Countryfile ’  programme, members of the SRIGS group combed their hair, polished their tools and sallied forth to put on an impressive performance in front of the camera on a cold and rather gloomy day in late November in restoring a spectacular folded section of the Ecton Limestones ( Carboniferous )  at the Lee Cutting, a key site on the Hamps and Manifold Geotrail, to its former glory.      TTTThe event, run by Patrick Cossey ( Staffs University )  and Sarah Taylor (Keele University )  featured SRIGS members in the removal vegetation and assorted loose debris from the rock face to reveal some previously unex-posed highly fossiliferous turbiditic limestones, a mineral-ised fault plane and some spectacular Variscan fold struc-tures.  PPPPat was quizzed on camera by presenter Adam Henson and had the unenviable task of explaining the geology of the Peak District without the use of technical terms to be-fuddle the average BBC1 viewer. Phrases that included words like ‘ reef ’ ,  ‘ permeable ’  and ‘ soluble ’  were simply edited out of the final screened version. He also did a great job of explaining to viewers why anybody in their right mind would want to give up a day to scrub rocks clear of vegetation and just how much fun could be had in doing so. Pat also explained in words of one syllable how Thor ’s Cave was formed by ancient rivers.        FFFFour hours of filming were ultimately distilled down to pro-duce an informative and coherent five minute account that considered the origin and significance of the Manifold Val-ley bedrock and its influence on landscape development - drainage and cave development especially. The impor-tance of geoconservation work to science and education in the broader national context was also well presented.   IIIIn extracts from an original interview Pat said ‘ the fact that BBC ‘ Countryfile ’  is interested in our work demon-strates the importance of geoconservation from the na-tional perspective ……. He spoke of the “growing awareness that geodiversity underpins biodiversity and 
that rocks and landscape are just as an important part of our planet’s natural heritage as the plants and animals 

that live on it”. And that “if we are to learn anything about our planet’s history and of the events and processes 
that are shaping it today, it is crucial to ensure that our more important rock exposures are kept free of vegeta-

tion and available for study”. The programme was shown on 5th December, 2010 …. some valuable cov-erage of our cause on the small screen! Things are moving in the right direction at last, and, when Pat comes off the tablets, maybe we will get offered a weekly ‘ series ’ !                                                                                                                                               Patrick Cossey 
 
 
 
 

ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Staffordshire RIGS GroupStaffordshire RIGS Group  

 

Pat Cossey with the BBC ‘Countryfile’ film 

crew, presenter Adam Henson and the SRIGS 

geoconservation volunteers on the filming day. 

Sarah Taylor (hugging tree), John Reynolds 

(2nd from left) and the SRIGS geoconservation 

volunteers at the Lee Cutting after the clear-

ance event filmed by BBC ‘Countryfile’. 
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 IIIIron rich streams around Barkham, Berkshireron rich streams around Barkham, Berkshireron rich streams around Barkham, Berkshireron rich streams around Barkham, Berkshire    
 DDDDuring the early summer of 2010 Berkshire Geoconservation Group, along with Thames Valley Envi-ronmental Records Centre and volunteers from the Wokingham biodiversity group, did stream moni-toring around Barkham, Wokingham District. Barkham is about 3km south west of Wokingham. The surrounding area is flat lying on London Clay and there are many drainage ditches. Some of these watercourses are orange in colour due to the amount of iron that has leached into them from the adja-cent, overlying bedrock of Eocene Sands. The purpose of the survey was to determine which streams had a high iron content and where possible discharges of iron rich water might be occurring. This was to enable suitable management and protection for these natural features.   TTTThe group met on several occasions to monitor the area and take measurements. Routine observa-tions of weather and surroundings and sampling were carried out over a set of water courses sug-gested by Andy Glencross, Wokingham Borough Council.  Water was analysed directly by electronic probe for pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity and temperature and indirectly for iron using a spectro-photometer.  Where seepages occurred the temperature and pH was low and the total iron content high ( up to 100 mg/l )  and this contrasted with the normal ambient water values and more normal total iron of <0.5mg/l.  FFFFrom the results of the survey we were able to identify three areas of seepage where the water was not only a deep ochreous colour but had all of the above features. We were able to report back to Wokingham Borough Council that these areas would be suitable for further invertebrate studies and also for a management plan to be developed. A full report can be found on the Group ’ s website ( w ww.berksgeoconservation.org.uk ) .  It is intended to designate one of the main areas as a Local Geological Site in early 2011 when the panel next meet. Funding was obtained from Wokingham Bor-ough Council for the survey and equipment kindly loaned by Imperial College, London.         Some 2011 EventsSome 2011 EventsSome 2011 EventsSome 2011 Events    SSSSaturday 12th March 2011 for a  10.30 am start. A walk around East Garston ( near Lam-bourn )  to look at the chalk and landscape features. About four miles. Meet at the village hall car park SU364768. Leader Lesley Dunlop.  SSSSunday 3rd April 2011 Mills, Hills and History. A six mile walk starting from Aldermaston Lock SU 601671. A circular walk with the Friends of the Pang, Kennet and Lambourn Valleys to look at the interaction between geology, wildlife and human history around Aldermaston and Padworth. Leaders Dick Greenaway and Lesley Dunlop.  SSSSaturday 14th May 2011. Reading –  town centre building stone walk. Meet at the entrance to Reading Museum at 10.30. About two hours. Leaders Lesley Dunlop and Angela Houghton.  WWWWednesday 29 June 2011. AGM followed by Newbury town centre building stone walk. AGM starts at 6.30pm at St Nicolas ’  Church, Bartholomew Street, Newbury SU 470671. Walk starts at 7.15pm. All welcome  FFFFor further information contact Lesley Dunlop:  lesey.dunlop@oxfordshire.gov.uk  
                                                                                                                                                           Lesley Dunlop 

ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Berkshire Geoconservation Berkshire Geoconservation GroupGroup  
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 TTTThe Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earthhe Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earthhe Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earthhe Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth    A A A A new website gives visitors an insight into the rich geological heritage of the Black Country and the UK. Geology Matters www.geologymatters.org.uk shows images of a wide range of fossils, rocks and minerals which are found within museum collections in the Black Country.   CCCCollectively the Black Country geology collection forms one of the largest collec-tive collections in the UK with specimens housed in Dudley Museum & Art Gal-lery, Wednesbury Museum & Art Gallery and Wolverhampton Art Gallery. These 30,000 specimens include some rare fossils such as soft bodied worms to more common fossils including the ‘ Dudley Bug ’  trilobite. Dudley has the largest col-lection with almost 18,000 specimens.  TTTThe website has almost 3,000 records of geology specimens from across these museums, with almost 2,000 of these records having high quality images showing a variety of views of the objects. Information provided with specimens tells the story of where it was found and its age. The collections range the full geological history of the UK from the Precambrian though to the present day.  TTTThe Geology Matters blog introduces people to the basics of geology in-cluding how fossils form and how to care for geological collections. This is done though a series of short articles written by local geologists and in-cludes videos featuring the current Keeper of Geology at Dudley Museum & Art Gallery Graham Worton. The blog is constantly being updated with new content.  FFFFind out about key people in history who have used the Black Country as a base for their geological knowledge, including Sir Roderick Murchison who used fossils found at the Wrens Nest in his book on the ‘ Si lurian Sys-tem ’  in the early 19th Century. The website also offers a brief overview of the collectors who have made the collections special and unique within the geological world.  TTTThe site is aimed at people with very little geological knowledge. Everyone visiting the site will learn something new and find something interesting which they may not of seen before. Both professional and amateur geolo-gists will find this a useful resource.  MMMMany of the specimens are in permanent storage with dedicated displays at Dudley Museum &Art Gallery. Visitors wishing to see specimens will find information on where the specimen is stored and how to see it by using the information on the website.  GGGGeology Matters has been funded by the Museums, Libraries and Archives council through their Renaissance in the Regions programme. It includes information from Dudley Museums Service, Sadwell Museums Service and Wolverhampton Arts and Museums Service. For more information go to: www.geologymatters.org.uk  
Christopher Broughton 

ENGLAND ENGLAND ENGLAND ENGLAND ENGLAND ENGLAND ENGLAND ENGLAND ———————— The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth The Geology Matters website shows the history of the Earth        
Marsupiocrinus coelatus from 

the Wrens 2est, Dudley (above) 

and Pecopteris plumosa from 

Shrewsbury (below)  
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ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Somerset Geology Somerset Geology GroupGroup  AAAA Geological Sculpture Geological Sculpture Geological Sculpture Geological Sculpture TTTThere is a recently installed wooden sculpture at Staple Hill on the northern edge of the Blackdown Hills in Somerset.  Happily the stratigraphy is simple with mainly horizontal bedding and none of the Variscan complexity that we find in west Somerset. One problem was to decide how far the fine detail of the stratigraphy should be shown: do we divide up the Upper Greensand Formation into Foxmould and Chert Beds, or more modern equivalents; was it necessary to show various divisions of the Lower Lias clays as we see them in the cliffs at Charmouth?    AAAA second problem was nomenclature: the British Geo-logical Survey (BGS )  Lexicon of Named Rock Units provides BGS definitions of terms that appear on their maps and publications; it revised wholesale the names of formations and members.  It was an attempt to bring or-der into the haphazard terminology that had accumulated over the last 200 years.  All very commendable except that well-used names were dumped (e.g. The Yeovil Sands Formation for shame ) . The Somerset Geology Group is finding problems in advising on which old or new name to use for building stones for the revised Pevsner architectural guide to Somerset.  Fortunately, the term ‘ Upper Greensand Formation ’  and ‘ Blue Lias ’  remain and are widely understood by the public.  Ought we to have used the term ’ Charmouth Mudstone Formation instead of ‘ Lower Lias clays ’ ?   Do we include the term ’ formation ’ ? We decided that traditional semi-descriptive terms were most suitable especially as they include the words ‘ sand ’  ‘ c lay, and ‘ red marl ’ .   Af-ter all we are trying to communicate with the interested public and not frighten them.  TTTThe sculpture was assembled on the spot from compo-nents made in a workshop. The timber was sourced from a fallen oak tree from Neroche Forest.  It will be allowed to weather naturally. It is hollow underneath-hedgehogs please note. The sculpture was formed from modules created in a workshop and the components bolted to-gether on site.  The sculpture was designed and made by Robert Jakes, sculptor and woodcarver.   Neroche Forest is a Landscape Partnership Scheme supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund and a range of local organisa-tions.  Led by the Forestry Commission and working closely with the local community, the Scheme is working to protect and celebrate the heritage of the area, and to provide opportunities for quiet enjoyment, education and training in countryside skills.  Neroche Forest is part of the Blackdown Area of Out-standing Beauty.  The scheme involving a wooden sculpture was developed by the local stakeholders group. The Somerset Geology Group was pleased to co-operate in the project as one of their aims is to promote an awareness and understanding of the Somerset ’ s outstanding geodiversity.                                                                                                      
Hugh Pruddon 
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SCOTLAND SCOTLAND ——  Strathclyde  Geoconservation GroupStrathclyde  Geoconservation Group  OOOOn Saturday 4th September members of Strathclyde Geoconservation Group joined with the Geological Soci-ety of Glasgow as part of a ‘ Meet the Experts' event in the Glasgow Science Centre. As well as hands-on activi-ties on rocks and minerals and a ‘ l ive ’  volcano, there was also on display details of two of the sites which are under consideration by the Group, namely Dumbarton Rock and the columnar jointed sandstone on the island of Bute.                  OOOOn 6th November the Group held a workshop to discuss the assessment and designation of those two sites. Infor-mation on these sites was presented by individual mem-bers of the Group who had visited and photographed the geological and geomorphological features which can be seen at the sites, as well as presenting written material from a number of sources. This was a very successful exercise, as assessment of a site can be rather subjec-tive if carried out by one or two people. Interestingly the dog gazing with admiration at the columnar jointed sand-stone is named ‘ R igs ’ !                   DDDDumbarton Rock is a distinctive and well known locality with Dumbarton Castle on its summit in the hands of His-toric Scotland. But the geology of the rock is not well pro-moted. Columnar jointed sandstone is not common in the geological record. Those found on Bute were formed due to the presence of Early Carboniferous sills and dykes. This locality is easily accessible by bus from Rothesay as it is at the end of the bus route to Kilchattan Bay, at it ’ s  turning point. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Margaret Greene 
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Page 10 IIIIn an open letter was sent by Jo Watkins, President of the  Landscape Institute 
[Charles Darwin House, 12 Roger Street, London WC1N 2JU] to the Prime Minister and the First Ministers of Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales the points were made that:   LandLandLandLandscape is more than just scenery: scape is more than just scenery: scape is more than just scenery: scape is more than just scenery: it is the interaction between people and place; the bedrock upon which our society is built. Landscape is what gives meaning and value to the world around us, contributing greatly to our sense of identity and quality of life. Landscape does not just mean rural; it includes urban areas as well as inland water, coastline and marine areas. Landscape includes both beautiful and everyday places, as well as those in need of res-toration.  Landscape makes connections between people, between people and places, and between society and its environment. Involving all of society in shaping and celebrating our landscape will address many challenges facing us today, including demographic and lifestyle changes, food and energy security, heri-tage and biodiversity conservation.  TTTThe European Landscape Convention is the world ’ s first treaty to focus specifically on landscape. The Convention, developed by the Council of Europe, was ratified by the UK Government and came into force in March 2007. The Convention commits 
the UK to: 

• Recognising the concept of landscape in law. 
• Integrating landscape into all relevant policies, including policies for environ-
ment, spatial planning, coastal defence, community engagement and culture. 
• Identifying, assessing and monitoring landscapes, describing their character 
and analysing what contributes to, or detracts from, their quality and distinct-
iveness. 
• Involving all members of society in the protection, management and plan-
ning of landscapes: safeguarding their heritage value, enabling positive 
change and looking ahead to adapt and create the landscapes of the future. 
• Raising awareness of landscape throughout society; and promoting land-
scape education and training. 
• Co-operating across Europe to share experience in landscape and tackle-
cross-border issues. 
 TTTThis is clearly a potential opportunity to include and promote geoconservation in any awards and measures arising from its implementation. Too often landscape restora-tion mentioned has meant the obliteration of the geoheritage. The literal ‘ bedrock ’needs to be embedded in its future as surely as it has underpinned, if unrecognised by the cultural landscape community, its ancient past and recent environments. So, perhaps a belated New Year resolution for all of us in the geoconservation commu-nity is to make our voices heard within this development might be a good idea!   

NEWS ITEM NEWS ITEM —— The European Landscape Convention  The European Landscape Convention   
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Page 11 TTTThis conference was undoubtedly of relevance to the work of the geoconservation community but it is seemingly unrepresented either in the conference programme or the major sponsoring agencies.  This is yet another missed opportunity to explain and promote the cultural significance, as for example con-sidered in some of the presentations to the ‘ History of Geoconservation Conference ’  at Dudley in November 2006, of geology; however at least we can thank Iain Stewart for undoubtedly imparting something of his passion for geology to the assembled delegates! A flavour of the conference can be gleaned from selected programme details below:  MMMMonday ( pm )  - 8 November, St George's Hall Multi-functional Landscapes: a new imperative: Merrick Denton-Thompson, OBE, CMLI UK Landscape Awards and dinner: Presentation of the 6 short listed entries & announcement of the winner.   TTTTuesday ( AM )   9 November, Crown Plaza, Liverpool Opening Remarks Quentin Cooper (Conference Chair )   Robin Mortimer, CALR, Defra with contribution from Richard Benyon, Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Natural Environment and Fisheries. Landscape and Politics: Rene Bihan, SWA Group, San Francisco. Global landscape heritage: challenges in conservation and transmission: Dr Mechtild Rössler, Chief, European & North America Section, UNESCO World Heritage Centre.  ELC Past, Present and Future: Maguelonne Dejeant-Pons, Head of Cultural Heritage, Landscape & Spatial Planning Division, Council of Europe; Maggie Roe, Editor Landscape Research, University of Newcastle upon Tyne; Kevin Bishop, Chair, ICOMOS-UK/IUCN-UK Landscape Working Group. Planning in the new political landscape: Sir Michael Pitt, Chair, IPC; Steve Quartermain, Chief Plan-ner, DCLG.   TTTTuesday ( pm )  - 9 November, Crown Plaza, Liverpool Case Study Led Practical Seminars Session 1 – Winning Landscapes Session 2 – Landscape in Practice ( A ) P artnerships and funding: Heritage Lottery Fund ( B ) P utting a Price on Landscape: valuing ecosystem and cultural services. Led by Landscape Institute, Natural England and ICOMOS-UK/IUCN-UK  The Making of Scotland's Landscape: Dr Iain Stewart, Broadcaster and geologist  DDDDetails of the conference and some of the presentations are available for download from:    
 http://www.uklandscapeconference.org/ 
 

 
The ‘UK Landscape of the Year’ was awarded to the Durham Heritage Coast project, itself now due to 
represent the UK in the European Landscape Award event taking place in Strasbourg in March 2011. 
  

M  E  E  T  I   N  G   S    and                     
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‘UK Landscape Conference 2010’‘UK Landscape Conference 2010’  --  8  8thth  –– 10 10thth November 2010  November 2010 ((Liverpool) Liverpool)  
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M  E  E  T  I   N  G   S    and                     
 C  O  N  F  E  R  E  N  C  E  S  OOOOver 100 participants braved the snow to attend the conference at Our Dynamic Earth, Edinburgh. The aim of the conference, organised jointly by Scottish Natural Heritage, the British Geological Survey ( B GS ) , the Royal Scottish Geographical Society (RSGS )  and the British Society of Soil Science ( B SSS ) , was to raise wider awareness of the scope, values, relevance and applications of geodiver-sity within Scotland, and its contribution to ecosystem services.  It was opened by the Scottish Environ-ment Minister, Roseanna Cunningham MSP. During her speech, she said that Scotland ’ s geodiversity is an asset of national and international importance for geoscience research and education and a very important part of the geoheritage of Great Britain.  She also emphasised the wider value and relevance of Scotland ’ s geodiversity as one of the key determinants of our quality of life and the nature of the environment that we share. Ms Cunningham also recognised the important role that geodiversity has in underpinning and delivering ecosystem services for the benefit of Scotland ’ s people and environment.       TTTThe presentations and posters at the Conference ad-dressed the values and relevance of geodiversity to so-ciety through its contributions across the whole range of ecosystem services. They showed how geodiversity provides the foundation upon which plants, animals and human beings live and interact. Understanding of geodiversity has a vital part to play in shaping how we adapt to climate change and in sustainable manage-ment of the land, river catchments and the coast. Geo-diversity is also a source of inspiration for art, sculp-ture, music and literature, and provides assets for greenspace and recreation.   TTTThe discussion at the end of the Conference ad-dressed how geodiversity might be more integrated into the way we work and live, and contribute to the choices we make about people, nature and a sustainable future for our environment.  Media presenter Professor  Iain Stewart said that the core message should be clear, simple and effective, setting out why geodiversity matters and what is needed:  

“We have arguably the finest range of geodiversity, and some of the most important geological sites, in 
the world, and that this is a natural heritage worthy of respect and protection. Equally, rocks and related 
resources have a vital role in underpinning the economic livelihood and health of the nation. Both these 
messages need to be strongly communicated to the highest levels of government if effective policies ad-
dressing climate change, energy security, environmental stewardship and wealth creation are to be put in 
place. Geology, it seems to me, is the bedrock to the long-term and sustainable management of our natu-
ral environment.”  IIIIn his summing up, Dr Bruce Gittings ( RSGS )  emphasised the need to capitalise on the momentum to develop a Geodiversity Framework for Scotland, and the importance of taking a more holistic view of how the environment and people will respond to the climate and economic challenges ahead. The pro-gramme and abstracts can be accessed through the BGS website                                                      http://www.bgs.ac.uk/research/highlights/geodiversityConference.html  

 

John Gordon 

‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity ‘ Engaging with Geodiversity –––––––– Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’   Why it Matters ’  --------        11111111st st st st st st st st December 2010December 2010December 2010December 2010December 2010December 2010December 2010December 2010        
Professor Iain Stewart delivers the keynote ad-
dress. (Reproduced with the permission of the British 
Geological Survey ©2ERC. All rights Reserved). 



   

M  E  E  T  I   N  G   S    and                     
 C  O  N  F  E  R  E  N  C  E  S  ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism ‘ Geotourism -------- An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’   An Opportunity for Sustainable Development ’  -------- 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7thththththththth March 2011  March 2011  March 2011  March 2011  March 2011  March 2011  March 2011  March 2011     Volume 1, Number 4Volume 1, Number 4  
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Rockwatch members visited Ipswich Museum on January 22nd for ‘Fun with Rocks and Fossils’. The 
activities ranged from making plaster casts of fossils and storytelling to museum trails and fossil identifi-
cation. 

TTTThe conference cost is a very reasonable £16-00 ( including lunch ) and £8-00 for students (without lunch! ) .  Amongst the speakers is the fellow who wrote the original definition ( quoted on the poster overleaf )  of geotourism and a member of the GCUK Executive Committee - no prizes for spotting the Editor ’ s contribution; rest assured that GCUK / RIGS will get a mention! See the poster on the back page. 
RockwatchRockwatch   - Suffolk  Suffolk -- 22 22nd nd January 2011January 2011 
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M  E  E  T  I   N  G   S    and                     
 C  O  N  F  E  R  E  N  C  E  S  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’  --------                44444444th th th th th th th th -------- 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5thththththththth April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011        



   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   ‘ Geological Collectors and Collecting ’   --------                44444444th th th th th th th th -------- 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5thththththththth April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011 April 2011        Volume 1, Number 4Volume 1, Number 4  
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GeoConservationUK acknowledges the   
support of Rockhounds Welcome!  in 
the production of this Newsletter 

GCUKGCUKGCUKGCUK AGM  AGM  AGM  AGM --  a brief note a brief note a brief note a brief note     OOOOver twenty individuals, representing around a third of the member groups, crowded into the room at the GA ’ s ‘ F estival of Geology ’  for the AGM. Much discussion across the various agenda items took place. With everyone present, ably chaired by Mike Browne, ( see below )  contributing; keeping a record of these discussions was quite a challenging task !  


